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Abstract

This study investigates how information is extracted from a graph when different types of questions are asked. Although the process for extracting local information from simple graphs is understood quite well, the processes used to extract global information from more complex graphs are not as clear. In a series of two studies using verbal protocols and eye tracking, we compared responses to local and global questions. We replicated previous research on local questions, and showed that people extract global information using a different set of cognitive processes.

Introduction

Several frameworks (Bertin, 1983; Kosslyn, 1989; Lohse, 1993; Pinker, 1990) and modifications to those frameworks (Peebles & Cheng, 2002; Carpenter & Shah, 1998; Trafton & Trickett, 2001) have been proposed to explain how information is extracted from graphs. These frameworks provide a broad set of cognitive operations that can be applied in different situations. Pinker (1990), for example, suggests a general task analysis that allows a "conceptual question" to be posed, a set of cognitive operations to be applied (e.g., relating information to long term memory via "graph schemas"), and a "conceptual message" to be extracted from the graph.

The focus of most of these models, theories, and experiments has been on the extraction of "local" information from simple and moderately complex graphs. For example, Pinker (1990) asked people to determine the answer to questions such as "What is the price of graphium in 1983?" Consequently, these kinds of local information extractions (also called read-offs) are quite well understood. In fact, local extractions can be described by a reasonably consistent set of steps that occur in a reasonably consistent order.

First, participants read a question to determine what information they are being asked to extract from the graph (e.g., What is the price of tin in 2001?). Parts of the question may be read multiple times (Peebles & Cheng, 2002). Next, the participant searches for the specific information on the graph, shifting from the axes to the main part of the graph and back again (Lohse, 1993; Kosslyn, 1989; Pinker, 1990; Carpenter & Shah, 1998). Once the information is found, multiple saccades occur between the main part of the graph and the legend in order to keep the information in memory (Carpenter & Shah, 1998; Trafton, Marshall, Mintz, & Trickett, 2002). Finally, the question itself is answered.

Less is known about what happens when people are asked to extract global or trend information from a graph. Empirical data suggest that global questions take longer and are more difficult to answer than local questions (Guthrie, Weber, & Kimmerly, 1993; Lohse, 1993). Specifically, Lohse (1993) found that the more difficult the question was, the longer it took to answer the question. Further, Guthrie et al. (1993) found that local questions elicited more explicit category-related extractions (i.e., reading off the axes on a bar-graph) and explicit read off information than did global questions while global questions elicited more general (global) abstractions.

The processes that might underlie these differences between local and global extractions have not been elaborated. Although Lohse (1993) showed that the most important determinant to reaction time was the number of cognitive operations needed to answer a specific question, he did not define global questions as needing a different set of cognitive operations. Other current models (Kosslyn, 1989; Pinker, 1990) do not differentiate between different types of questions. Thus, although they may be able to account for the results, they offer no predictions about the processes that people use to extract global information from graphs.

Our research goals was to show that there are qualitative differences between the way people answer global and local questions and that different questions activate different cognitive operations.

Experiment 1

The first experiment was designed to examine whether the type of question asked influences the cognitive processes used by individuals to answer those questions in the context of complex graphs. Thus, we chose to use graphs that were more complex than the graphs that have been used to date in this type of research. Our work uses choropleth graphs, which use different colors, shades of gray, or patterns to represent different quantities.

Method

Participants

The participants were ten George Mason University undergraduate psychology students who received course credit for their participation.

Materials

Four sets of choropleth graphs were created. Each set consisted of three to ten conceptually related graphs. For example, one set of three graphs showed the population for the years 1990, 1995, and 2000. Two sets of graphs were complex, containing 53 counties (see Figure 1 for an example).
The remaining two sets of graphs were less complex; each graph in those sets showed nine counties.

Figure 1. Graphs used in Experiments 1 and 2.

Four types of questions were generated for each set of maps: describe questions (which asked for a general description of what the graph represented); global questions (which required general trends or descriptions to be identified); local questions (which required straightforward single extractions from the graph); and multi-search questions (which asked for information that could only be obtained by searching the graph in multiple locations and had features of both local and global questions). Examples of each type of question are illustrated in Table 1.

Table 1. Examples of each question type.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Describe Question</td>
<td>Describe what is going on in this graph.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global Question</td>
<td>What is the general trend of population growth in this graph?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Question</td>
<td>What is the population of Victorville county?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple-Search Question</td>
<td>Which counties have the greatest populations?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Examples of each utterance type.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aggregate Read-off</td>
<td>There is more blue on the graph, and less orange.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific Read-off</td>
<td>The population of Victorville county is 20,451 to 35,622</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Search</td>
<td>Victorville, Victorville, Victorville, I don’t see Victorville.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reasoning</td>
<td>Since the outside seems to be the country area the center will grow.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Frequency and Percentage of Different Utterances.

Results and Discussion

Our two manipulations in Experiment 1 were question type (describe, local, global, multi-search) and condition (global, local). There were no significant differences between the global and local conditions in how they answered different types of questions (all $p > .05$); thus, we collapsed across condition for all analyses. Table 3 shows the percentage of each type of utterance for the entire experiment.
Our main goal was to show differences between types of questions and how participants answered these types of questions. Because search and reasoning accounted for a relatively small proportion of utterances, we focused on the number and type of extractions (specific read-off and aggregate read-off). To analyze these data, we normalized the raw frequencies by dividing the number of each extraction type by the number of questions that were asked.

As Figure 2 suggests, participants extracted more aggregate information than specific information when answering describe questions, \(F(1,9)=27.1, \text{MSE}=.408, p < .001\) and when answering global questions, \(F(1,9) = 61.3, \text{MSE} = .617, p < .001\). Thus, when participants were describing the general trends of the graph or answering a global question, they extracted much more aggregate information from the graph than specific information.

In contrast, participants answering local questions extracted far more specific information from the graphs than aggregate information, \(F(1,9) = 133.7, \text{MSE}=.164, p < .001\). Participants answered multi-search questions using roughly equivalent amounts of specific and aggregate information (\(F(1,4)=5.2, \text{MSE}=.216, p = .08\), although there was a trend suggesting that they extracted a bit more specific information than aggregate information. As Figure 1 suggests, the interaction between question type and extraction type is highly significant, \(F(1,9) = 153.8, \text{MSE}=.382, p < .001\).

Clearly, participants extracted differential types of data for different question types. Not surprisingly, for describe and global questions, participants extracted primarily aggregate information (i.e., the biggest counties are right next to each other), while for local and multi-search questions they extracted primarily local information.

Did they extract this information in different orders? To examine this issue, we calculated transition probabilities and created transition diagrams for each question type. To do this, we looked at the sequence of utterances in the verbal protocols. We then coded each pair of utterances (1-2; 2-3) by the type of utterance each pair represented (e.g., search followed by search, S-S, or search followed by specific read-off, S-SR). The total proportion of each type of transition was then calculated and diagrams constructed to illustrate those transition probabilities. The diagrams themselves include only those links that occurred more than 3% of the time for that question type.

We found that there was an overall difference in the pattern of transition probabilities as a function of question type, \(\chi^2(15) = 217.3, p < .001\). Pairwise analyses with a Bonferroni adjustment showed that the describe questions are not significantly different from global questions, and local questions are not significantly different from multi-search questions, but all other comparisons were significant.

Thus, describe and global questions were answered in much the same way, and local and multi-search questions were answered in a similar way, but the manner in which global/describe questions and local/multi-search were answered was very different. Because the global and describe questions are so similar, we will illustrate the process differences using only the global questions. Similarly, because local and multi-search questions were so similar, we will only discuss the process used to answer local questions.
Experiment 2

In the first experiment, we clearly showed that there were high-level differences in the utterances that participants gave as they answered different types of questions. We also showed that the patterns of use of these utterance types differed as they answered different types of questions. This raises the question of how people might be visually examining the maps. These differences should surely translate into different ways of visually examining the maps.

The protocols from experiment one, theories of visual search, and previous work on graph comprehension suggest that when answering local questions, participants should visually search for the target, probably by systematically examining areas that catch the attention, then continuing on to other areas (McCarley, Wang, Kramer, Irwin, & Peterson, in press; Wolff, 1996). After finding the target, participants will probably saccade back and forth to the legend (Carpenter & Shah, 1998; Trafton et al., 2002) to read off the information, then answer the question.

Global questions will presumably show a different pattern of eye movements, but how those differences will be shown is not clear. Participants could systematically search county by county to understand differences at that level. Alternatively, participants could focus more on larger scale areas across the map. In this case, participants would spend far more effort on counties that are next to different colors ("edge" counties) to understand the size and shape of the different centroid areas (Lewandowsky, Herrmann, Behrens, Li, Pickle, & Jobe, 1993). Given the large qualitative and quantitative differences we found between global and local questions in Experiment 1, we believe that participants will visually examine maps by focusing on more counties that border another color and spend proportionally less effort focusing on the legend. This experiment was designed to use eye movement data to test these hypotheses.

Method

Participants

Twenty-one George Mason University undergraduate psychology students served as participants for course credit. One participant could not be calibrated on the eye tracker; his data were removed from all analyses.

Materials

The same sets of graphs used in the first experiment were used in the second experiment. For the second experiment, the materials (graphs and questions) were displayed on a computer screen. Graphs were shown in the center of the screen; questions (global, local or multiple search) were displayed at the bottom of the screen. To reduce the amount of time students took answering the questions, describe questions were eliminated from this study. Eye track data were collected using an LC Technologies Eyegaze System eye tracker operating at 60Hz (16.7 samples/second).

Design

The design was the same as Experiment 1, with 10 participants in the global condition and 10 participants in the local condition.

Procedure

The procedure was very similar to that used in Experiment 1; however, the use of the computer and eye tracker did necessitate some changes. The participants were seated at a comfortable distance from the monitor and used a chin rest. Participants first were calibrated on the eye tracker. Participants were then shown each map and the question(s) relevant for that map. The interface allowed participants to progress from map to map with a button-click and to look at maps they had previously viewed.

Coding Scheme

In these analyses, we examined a representative subset of the questions (two global questions and three local questions). Frequencies and transition diagrams were created by counting the number of gazes (via saccades) to different areas of the graph. The areas of the graph that were coded were: the legend, the title of the graph, and the main part of the graph itself.

If a participant gazed at the main part of the graph, it was coded in two additional ways: location of county and whether or not they read. For the location coding, if other counties of the same color surrounded the gazed-at county, it was coded as an “inner” county. If the county was on an edge between one or more different colored counties, it was coded as an “edge.” If the county was on the outside border of the map, it was coded as a “border.” For the read coding, if the participant read the name of the county, it was coded as “read.” If the participant looked at a county but did not read the county’s name, it was coded as “not read.” Figure 5 shows an annotated example of each different coding type.
Results and Discussion

Experiment 2 was designed to expand on the process differences found in Experiment 1. Specifically, we wanted to examine if participants’ eye movements differed across global and local questions, and, if so, how they differed. In general, because global questions are more complex (Guthrie et al., 1993; Lohse, 1993) and elicited many more gazes and utterances, we perform our statistics on percentages, though we also present raw frequencies.

For local questions, we expected to find an initial search for the county names with more reading than non-reading, finding of the target, and several back and forth saccades between the legend and the target. For global questions, we expected to find participants gazing more frequently at edge counties, and cycling back and forth between edges. We also expected to find proportionally fewer legend gazes overall when answering a global question than when answering a local question.

| Kinds of counties examined, whether or not they read the county names, and number of times the legend was examined (averaged by question). |
|---|---|
| Local | Global |
| Edge | 3.8 (39%) | 17.4 (56%) |
| Inner | 1.3 (13%) | 9.8 (26%) |
| Border | 1.7 (17%) | 1.0 (3%) |
| Legend | 3.1 (31%) | 4.1 (15%) |
| Read | 5.8 (85%) | 12.2 (46%) |
| Non-Read | 1.0 (15%) | 14.1 (54%) |

Table 4. Kinds of counties examined, whether or not they read the county names, and number of times the legend was examined (averaged by question).

In general, this is exactly what we found (see Table 4). Participants read county names more often than not in the local condition, but reading behavior did not differ in the global condition, $\chi^2(1) = 32.0, p < .0001$, (Bonferroni adjusted $\chi^2$ significant at $p < .001$ for local questions, $p > .10$ for global questions).

We also found that when participants answered local and global questions, they differed in the number and type of counties they examined, $\chi^2(3) = 22.7, p < .0001$. The main source of this difference between question types seems to be that when participants answered local questions they focused more on the legend and less on the edge counties, while global questions elicited more edge gazes and fewer legend gazes, $\chi^2(1) = 7.8, p < .01$.

Figures 1 and 6 show examples of participants answering a local question and a global question, respectively. Notice that Figure 6 shows a participant focusing primarily on edge counties, tracing the boundaries of the color divider. In contrast, Figure 1 shows the participant searching for the target, finding it (obscured in the figure by the eye-track), and then sacadding down to the legend to read off the value.

Comparing the number of edge gazes to the other gaze types also shows an interesting pattern: people in both conditions examined edge counties more often than other county types (Bonferroni adjusted $\chi^2$ significant, $p < .008$). When answering a global question, this makes sense. However, when answering local questions, participants showed the same pattern. This could be due to participants having their eyes drawn to differential colors. It also could be that participants are searching for county names from edge to edge, using the same processes used when answering global questions. To investigate these possibilities, we created transition graphs (see Figures 7 and 8).

As Figures 7 and 8 suggest, answering global and local questions engage different types and orders of eye movements. Importantly, when answering local questions, looking from edge to edge occurs less frequently than when
answering a global question, $\chi^2(1) = 10.8, p < .05$. Thus, consistent with our earlier analysis, when participants answer a global question, they look from edge to edge to understand the size and shape of the centroid. When answering a local question, participants search, find the target, and then examine the legend.

One part of our earlier analysis did not, however, hold up. Previous research has shown that when participants need to extract information from a legend, they saccade back and forth between the main graph and the legend (Carpenter & Shah, 1998; Trafton et al., 2002). In this study, we found that when participants answered local questions, they found the target and immediately went to the legend (see Figure 1). However, after a single examination of the legend, they answered the question. This result is somewhat odd because it seems to contradict a robust, replicable effect. We believe that there are two main possibilities for this finding. First, it could be that because participants saw these graphs over and over again, they became more familiar with the legend and essentially memorized them, needing only a reminder gaze at the legend. Alternatively, our legend was rather bigger than that used in previous studies, and that may have affected the overall gaze performance in some way.

**General Discussion**

Choropleth graphs were used in these experiments because of their complexity. This complex graph type allows us to generalize to complex representations such as meteorological graphs and scientific visualizations. Experiment 1 showed that there were major process differences in how people answer local and global questions. First, local questions elicited the standard search $\rightarrow$ find $\rightarrow$ answer behavior that has been found in previous studies. However, contrary to other graph comprehension theories, we showed that the cognitive steps that are followed to answer a global question are quite different. In general, global questions were answered by a series of aggregate read-offs.

Experiment 2 expanded on this finding by showing big differences in how people visually inspected graphs when asked local and global questions. Local questions showed a search (read) $\rightarrow$ find $\rightarrow$ legend $\rightarrow$ answer behavior, while global questions showed a trace-edges (don’t read) $\rightarrow$ answer behavior. We believe that this edge-tracing behavior allows participants to understand the general shape of large map features, which in turn allows them to describe what is occurring in the graph at a high level without becoming overly concerned with individual data elements.

What are the implications for current theories of graph comprehension? One obvious implication is that they should not assume that different questions use the same mental operations. Using different operations to account for different question types should allow better theories and models to be built. Second, even though several current models suggest saccading back and forth between the main graph and the legend, this does not seem to be true in all cases.

Finally, how people go about visually inspecting a graph is much more complex than what we have described here. It seems that people use several heuristics to search and a completely different set of heuristics to explore. This search/explore methodology is not accounted for in any theories of graph comprehension, and it is not immediately obvious how to easily integrate this information into such theories.
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